
Legal Project Management (LPM) Best Practices 
 
The best practices below will help you implement Legal Project Management (LPM) within your own 
matters to ensure your team is working efficiently, role expectations are clear, and a plan is in place for 
budgeting and monitoring the matter (aka project).    
 

Best Practice Description 

Outline objectives and define scope Define what is and is not included in the scope, key 
objectives, stakeholders and deadlines. 

Identify and schedule activities 
After scope is defined, break down complex matters into 
smaller tasks, define anticipated hours to accomplish and 
schedule them. 

Task assignment and team 
management 

Assign the right person to the appropriate tasks.  Team 
members must understand the scope, their responsibilities 
and performance should be monitored and feedback (if 
needed) should happen real-time.   

Develop and manage the budget 

• Regularly monitor budget to actual spend.   
• Set expectations for billable hours when defining task 

assignment and hold team accountable.   
• Communicate write-downs/offs with team members so 

they are aware and can consider the feedback.   
• Ensure timekeepers are entering and releasing their 

time daily. 

Outline risks 
Discuss with team areas of risk that might cause the matter 
to go over budget, miss key deadlines, etc.  Create a plan 
for any “likely to happen” risk. 

Manage quality and value 
Very important when schedules change and budgets are low 
or get reduced.  Is the work we're providing high quality?  Is 
it providing value?  If you’re not sure, ask your client what 
“value” means to them. 

Develop and implement 
communication plan 

Understand client's expectations for communication 
expectations and how they view success.  Outline internal 
communication plan and any other relevant parties that 
require regular communication.  

Make meetings count 

• Outline agenda items and goals before meeting.   
• Ensure the correct attendees are on time and prepared. 
• Assign a time amount to each agenda item. 
• Stay on topic.  Park “off-topic discussions” for a future 

meeting. 
• Outline action items post-meeting. 

Negotiate changes in scope 
Address changes in scope real-time.  Determine impact on 
budget and task assignment.  Discuss if technology or 
workflows can address scope change. 

After Action Review 
Perform an after-action review.  For longer-term matters or 
large scope changes, consider periodic team "mid-action" 
reviews.  Keep a running log as the matter progresses of the 
items you’d like to include so they are not forgotten.  

  
 


